PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIEWS ON THE FORMAT OF THE OPEN BUTLER

A growing number of players have expressed dissatisfaction with the two-stage format of the open Butler. A number of proposals have been put forward, including reverting to a three-stage event.

The ABF Tournament Committee is seeking player feedback on the current format and views on alternative formats. Please complete this questionnaire BEFORE 31 JULY and return it to Laurie Kelso or go to http://www.abf.com.au/member-services/feedback/ and follow the links.

1. **Should the Open ANC Butler pairs be . . . ? (please choose one)**

| Two stages | Three stages | Other format |

Please describe

2. **Is the length of the event . . . ? (please choose one)**

| About right | Too short | Too long |

3. **Would your decision about whether or not to play in the Butler be affected by a change to the format or length?**

- [ ] A change to the FORMAT would affect my decision about whether or not to play
- [ ] A change to the LENGTH would affect my decision about whether or not to play
- [ ] A change to the format or length would NOT affect my decision about whether or not to play

4. **Any other comments**

THANK YOU